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 A new way to boost connection in our communities 

1 I have always been a fan of recycling.  I just love the concept of 
being tidy with our stuff – placing it where it should be – sharing 
unwanted things with people and – best of all - turning waste 
into reusable products.  What is not to like? 
 

 

2 Of course, it makes no sense to pursue some of this behaviour if 
the human cost – or planetary cost – outweighs the gain.  But in 
most cases, it doesn’t, and - on top of that – the innovation that 
can stem from pursuing these behaviours can be exciting! 
 

 

3 I was thrilled to read on the subject, this Guardian article: 
‘A banana, concrete – those are good gifts’: the recycling group turning 
strangers into friends. 
 
It spoke to me in a way that is curiously relevant to the thinking some of us 
are having right now about Community – including in particular – ME! 
 

4 The article begins:  
Who on earth wants fish tank wastewater, chicken poo, tumble-dryer lint, 
loo roll tubes, “a plaster mould of a Komodo dragon’s foot” or half a 
broken toilet? No one, you might think, but the Buy Nothing community 
begs to differ: these are all real “gifts” snapped up by more than 5 
million members worldwide, who give away their unwanted items in the 
local community.  
It’s living proof that “one person’s trash is another’s treasure”, as Alisa 
Miller, the administrator of the Blackheath/Charlton/Lewisham group 
puts it. 
 

5 OK – the first thing that hits me and probably you too, is that mention of –   
Buy Nothing.  It’s a little troubling, especially for all those who currently rely 
on selling something to stay alive etc.  But are they being literal?  Well, let’s 
see by digging in a bit. 
 

6 Well, they are not totally literal – so we have a slightly unclear messaging 
issue here – but allow me to explain.   
 
It is about giving away things we no longer wish to hold on to - and receiving 
things we need, or would like, but without charge. 
 
And there is nothing new of course about all that.  The Freecycle platform 
has been around for years and is an excellent initiative.  There are other 

https://www.theguardian.com/lifeandstyle/2022/jan/13/a-banana-concrete-those-are-good-gifts-recycling-group-turning-strangers-into-friends
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similar ones too and many are FB based as BUY NOTHING is.  But recently, 
BUY NOTHING has broken into another tech field and has made available an 
App for our phones. 
 
Nothing there to be impressed about - I know – as if an App would do that 
for you.  But, there is a difference though and it’s a tad subtle but seems to 
work really well. 
 
Firstly, let’s get this straight.  It’s really about buying LESS – Not Nothing! 
That seems very sensible to me - and they sing that message out on their 
webpage. 

 
Buy less and share more. 

It makes us all richer and the planet cleaner. 
 
And who would argue with that message? 
   

7 No, the stand out thing – which is subtle – is the special community angle.  
And I really love the special community angle! 
 
Users are encouraged to let items ‘simmer’ – rather than give them away to 
the first person who asks.  There’s a novel thought.   
 
They suggest sharing a joke or provide a story explaining why they would 
like the item being offered.  In addition to “gifts” and “asks”, users are 
encouraged to post “gratitude”, with a message or a picture showing what a 
gifted item has meant to them.  Now that is nice! 
 
“The stuff is one thing, but the stories that go along with it – the humour, the 
poignancy, the memories – those are the things we really want from each 
other,” says one of the founders. 
 
And the founders are, Rebecca Rockefeller and Liesl Clark and both agree 
that it could all sound insufferably twee, but the thinking behind it is fairly 
radical.  It’s a “social experiment”.   Hey, I LOVE social experiments! 
 
From their respective living rooms in Washington state, they add that it’s 
about effecting a fundamental shift in our attitude to material goods by 
building a sense of community and treating items as community-owned and 
shared.  “If you come at it from an angle of joy and human connection,” says 
Rockefeller.  I AM TRULY LOVING this now. 
  

8 According to Buy Nothing figures, the UK has 50 active groups and 
approximately 40,000 members.  Although Buy Nothing is described 
by Clark as “an open-source model”, most local groups operate on 
Facebook.   
 
I couldn’t find a local group to Tetbury – not that I really expected to at this 
stage in developments.  I couldn’t get myself hooked into their App either - 
but suspect there might be a tech issue to solve there – maybe mine! 
 

https://buynothingproject.org/
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Nonetheless, I will persevere and keep us all posted on progress. 

PS1 I don’t know about you, but the name - BUY NOTHING – reminds me of the 
World Economic Forum founder - Klaus Schwab and his plan for everyone.  
It’s the plan which goes: 

You Will Own Nothing – And Be Happy. 
This guy – with his fellow globalists and the self-appointed elite - will 

eventually own what we own 
and everything! 

 
I’m thinking – that if instead WE own - what THEY own  

we will be even happier! 
(For WE, we could read Community-Owned!) 

 
Before we get there though, let’s all get into swopping things for NOTHING 
and build strong connections in our communities. 
 

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: David Charles 

 Source: Tetbury CONNECT: Magazine 
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